
Low-cost bridge systems 

Introduction 

This introduction is intended to provide commentary on the design and installation of the Flat 

Rack Low-Cost Bridge System and its assurance in accordance with the Design Manual for 

Roads and Bridges (DMRB) Approval in Principle (AIP) outlined in CG 300 Technical Approval of 

Highway Structures 

Bridges can get very expensive very quickly. 

The low-cost bridge system offers considerable savings on traditional bridging systems.  

This becomes vitally important when you consider that the ‘Somerset Circle’ will require at least 9 

bridges – all of which can be delivered by this system. 

These savings relate both:  

 To the design phase – by using standard components we do not need to re calculate for 

each gap we need to bridge. All we need to do is survey the site and assess ground 

conditions.  

 To the construction phase – the component parts are ubiquitous, easy to repurpose and 

very importantly east to transport and install on site. For most sites the bridge can be 

installed within a single day. 

Low cost does not mean excessive compromise. 

The only area where we need to seek exception from the ‘gold standard’ as set out within DMRB 

is on width – we feel that a deck width of 2.4m widening to 3m at shoulder height is an 

acceptable compromise on routes that have good sightlines, will not experience super high 

levels of use and are often surfaced to an effective width of 2.5m.   

In addition to addressing this variance to the DMRB ‘gold standard’ through the AIP process we 

have also sought opinion from national bodies representing users of multi-use paths: 

British Horse Society: “The design put forward is a suitable and pragmatic design for a 

relatively short section of the route and would be considered suitable for equestrian use” 

Sustrans / Railway Paths Limited  

Cycling UK  

We are grateful for Shepton Town Council for commissioning this innovative work.  We also thank 

the Town Council for permitting ECSL to take this concept forward to the Bridges Awards 2022 

(New Life category). 

Next steps 

Once we have the indicative prices in from three contractors, Shepton Mallet Town Council will 

have sufficient information to include these structures both within the funding bid and planning 

process.  Full details of the work so far should be provided to Mendip District Council with cost 

estimates (currently being prepared at time of writing to be presented to the SMTC RAE 

Committee on 1st February 2022). 

 

Andrew Combes 25th January 2022 

 


